I take for a walk in the early morning, but it rather says that I'm pressed
to do by my son's claim. It is a dog, as I said my son.
I don't do it actively but I feel fine especially if it is a good weather
condition in the morning. Actually when you take a walk you would meet several
people who are walking in the morning.
You can see people who are walking in various way; some person walks, listening
to something through the earphone, some person walks, looking around, and some
person walks, devoting themselves to walking.
They are enjoying their own times privately in various way, and, they seem to
want that if it's possible to avoid the situation of interrupting with talk,
when they pass each other. Because, they are their private times.
Unfortunately when you meet some one who says to you "Good morning, it's a
little chilled this morning, isn't it?" you would respond "Yes, it is."
It's a kind of scene, which seems to be not naturally and can find it easily,
because it's their saying with forced smile. Of course, I think the walking
people are not all of them, but some of them would be able to become friends at
that chance consequence.
I know a person who has never seen my eyes, but I understand his mind well.
It's not being concerned with disliking me or liking.
We get aware of our meeting from some distance before we meet on the same
street.
The man who is against me is getting to become closer, and he seems trying to
convince himself to be nothing happen to him, meeting nobody, when we meet each
other.
He just wants to keep his private time, particularly if they are not his friends
or acquaintances. I can understand it well.
It seems to be their mutual style that walking people are wearing caps or hats.
Of course, it may protect them from ultraviolet and raining, but I think there
is another reason for this: Pulling their caps or hats over their eyes seems to
be usefully avoiding seeing man's eye, and hiding who they are.
Anyway, it turns out that each person who is devoted in walking want to keep his
or her short valuable time.
I look at far mountains and refresh with the words “There is no night when a
morning does not come” and I am getting home with my son, humming a tune.

